
MSSA Cup Roster Policy 
 
1.  Players may participate for only one team in each MSSA competition.  Players competing in the 
Rowland or Stewart Cups are not eligible to play in the Morton Cup.  Players competing in the Morton 
Cup are not eligible to play in the Rowland or Stewart Cups.  
 
2.  A player is considered to be on the roster of the team of which he was registered during the league 
season.  A player may transfer to another team to be placed on a cup roster as long as the player is 
released from the roster of his current team.  Once a player is transferred, the player may not return to 
his original team for purposes of being placed on the cup roster.  This limitation does not affect return to 
the original team for league play. 
 
3.  Once players are placed on a cup roster, those players are cup tied for the entire Maryland cup 
season.  Players who are placed on a cup roster of a team are not eligible to play for any other team in 
that cup competition.  For teams that are entered in both the Rowland and Stewart Cups, the players 
are considered to be on the same roster.  A player may elect to only play in either the Rowland or 
Stewart Cup.  Such player may be added to his team roster for either cup at a later time but is not 
eligible to be placed on the roster of another team entered in those cups. 
 
4.  Players on the roster of teams entered in the Maryland O-30 Cup are permitted to be on the roster of 
teams taking part in the Rowland, Stewart or Morton Cup.  This roster exception is specific to only the 
Maryland O-30 Cup.  
 
5.  Teams may have a maximum of 30 players on their roster pool.  Players may be added to the roster 
through the competition.  Once a team reaches 30 players on its roster, no new player may be added to 
the pool.  There is no requirement to name 30 players on the roster.  It is recommended to only include 
players on the roster committed to play for the team in the cups. 


